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Abstract
We describe a class of modified gravity theories that deform general relativity in
a way that breaks time reversal invariance and, very mildly, locality. The algebra
of constraints, local physical degrees of freedom, and their linearized equations of
motion, are unchanged, yet observable effects may be present on cosmological scales,
which have implications for the early history of the universe.
This is achieved in the Hamiltonian framework, in a way that requires the constant
mean curvature gauge conditions and is, hence, inspired by shape dynamics.
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1 Introduction
The universe is highly asymmetric in time. This is especially puzzling because the laws
of physics that are up till now well confirmed by experiment are invariant under time re-
versal. To reproduce a universe with strong arrows of time appears to require that these
time reversal invariant laws are supplemented by highly time asymmetric cosmological
initial conditions. These are needed to ensure that the universe starts off extremely ho-
mogeneously and with low entropy. But this just pushes the question back to the early
universe. What chose those initial conditions?
Another kind of approach to the origin of time asymmetry was put forward in 1979 by
Penrose[1] when he proposed that the fundamental laws are asymmetric under time reversal.
These laws presumably include quantum gravity, which therefor dominates near initial and final
singularities. These may be approximated by time symmetric laws at low energies and away from
singularities. But near singularities the time asymmetry of the fundamental laws manifests itself
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as highly time asymmetric restrictions on initial conditions which are imposed at initial singular-
ities and not final singularities. We can call this Penrose’s hypothesis1.
Thus, this paper develops a temporal physics - a physics in which time is fundamen-
tal and not emergent as discussed in [2, 3, 4]. Other approaches to a time asymmetric
fundamental physics are developed in [5, 6].
But if general relativity is emergent from an underlying cosmological theory which is
time asymmetric, this should manifest itself, within an effective field theory perspective,
as a time asymmetric extension of general relativity.
But there is no known way to break time reversal symmetry within the framework
of local, space-time diffeomorphic theories of the space-time metric. There are no local
terms which can be added to the action of general relativity which preserve infinitesimal
space-time diffeomorphisms but which break the diffeomorphisms which bring about
time reversal.
Thus to introduce a breaking of time reversal symmetry into general relativity we have
to modify or break either locality, space-time diffeomorphism invariance, or both. But we
must do this in a manner that preserves the diffeomorphism invariance of local equations
of motion. Otherwise we risk introducing local degrees of freedom in addition to the two
massless spin two helicity states, a step that may bring us into discord with experiment
such as the rate of decay of binary pulsars. Thus we seek to modify general relativity
in a way that preserves the number of degrees of freedom and the general structure of
the theory, but yet gives us a means to relate cosmological effects to a breaking of time-
reversal symmetry. This should,
1. not affect the counting of local degrees of freedom or the linearized equations of mo-
tion they satisfy. This means that the algebra of the constraints must be preserved,
even if their interpretation as generators of local space-time diffeomorphisms is
modified.
2. be non-local and cosmological. After all, quantum gravity is expected to be non-
local, so it is reasonable to contemplate controlled departures from locality in effec-
tive field theories which aim to capture leading order effects of quantum gravity. So
it makes sense to couple time asymmetry to controlled departures from locality.
3. be dominant in the early universe and perhaps be detectable in the present universe.
One way to do this is the topic of this paper, and is described in the next section.
Then, in section 3 we specialize to FRW universes and, in section 4, describe how the
new modified gravity theories can give rise to effects that mimic aspects of dark energy,
dark curvature and dark radiation, but with time asymmetries, so a collapsing universe
can be distinguished from the time reverse of an expanding universe.
1More specifically, Penrose hypothesizes that the Weyl curvature vanishes for initial, but not for final,
singularities. We will here focus on the more general observation that the initial conditions must be time
asymmetric.
3
2 Time asymmetric extensions of general relativity
We will seek to construct extensions of general relativity which break time reversal in-
variance in a way that satisfies the conditions just stated. We will do this by working
in the Hamiltonian formulation, in a way which is inspired by the framework of shape
dynamics[7, 8, 9].
2.1 Background
We begin with the action for general relativity in Hamiltonian form[16],
SGR =
∫
dt
∫
Σ
{
πabg˙ab −NHADM −NaDa
}
(1)
The Hamiltonian constraint of general relativity is2
HADM = − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) +HΨ = 0 (2)
Together with the diffeomorphism constraint
Da = Dbπba +DΨa = 0 (3)
this forms a first class algebra. Here πab, a tensor density, is the canonical momenta to the
three metric gab and we will be interested in its trace,
π = gabπ
ab (4)
The terms HΨ and DΨa describe matter. We discuss these below.
To get well defined evolution equations we must fix the gauge by imposing a gauge
fixing condition, F = 0. We will be concerned here with the many fingered time gauge
invariance, also called refoliation invariance. We don’t want to touch the spatial diffeo-
morphism invariance so F should be invariant under spacial diffeomorphisms. A good
gauge condition requires each gauge orbit satisfies it once. This can be done locally if the
following transversality condition is satisfied
Det
({HADM(x),F(y)) 6= 0 (5)
Nothing more is required of a gauge fixing term, indeed in general the gauge fixing terms
F are second class.
As our concern is cosmology we work in the spatially compact case. A good gauge
condition in this case is the constant mean curvature condition (CMC), expressed by
F = C := π −√g < π >= 0 (6)
2We work in units where c = 1 but G and ~ are kept explicit.
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where < ρ > for any density ρ is its spatial average
< ρ >=
∫
Σ
ρ∫
Σ
√
g
(7)
and V =
∫
Σ
√
g is the spatial volume. The spatial average of a function f is defined by
< f >=<
√
gf >.
As C is a gauge fixing of HADM(N) they are second class with respect to each other.
But it is interesting to note that C and Da also form a first class system[8, 9, 10]. Hence
there are two systems of four first class constraints- (H,Da) and (C,Da) which partially
gauge fix each other.
2.2 A class of consistent time asymmetric modified gravity theories
The origin of this work was a question asked by one of us[10]: are there other pairs of
systems of four first class constraints which gauge fix each other? It was found in [10]
that, restricting consideration to constraints local in the conjugate fields, gab, and π
ab, the
pair (H,Da) and (C,Da) are unique, up to the addition of a term added to H linear in π,
HHG = − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) +
1
L
π +HΨ = 0 (8)
The new term in π is asymmetric under time reversal, under which
t → −t (9)
gab → gab (10)
πab → −πab (11)
whereas the rest of the hamiltonian constraint is symmetric under time reversal.
Dimensionally, the metric is dimensionless and πab has dimensions of mass
l2
, as then
does π. Then L is a length, which marks the scale of time asymmetric effects.
We can further modify this by making that length a function of other dynamical vari-
ables. If time irreversible effects are to be cosmological, we can consider giving up locality.
We can then imagine that this is a function of spatially averaged quantities, for example,
the volume, V , < R > or < ρ > .
The first case turns out to be especially simple, hence the subject of this paper is the
set of modified theories defined by
Hmod = − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) + f(V )π +HΨ = 0 (12)
together with the CMC gauge condition, (6). Here f(V ) is some fixed function of the
volume of each CMC slice.
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It is straightforward to show that in the presence of the CMC gauge condition (6), the
algebra of constraints remains first class
{Hmod(N),Hmod(M)} = {HADM(N),HADM(M)}+ 3
2
ff ′V (π(N) < M > −π(M) < N >)
(13)
where
π(N) =
∫
Σ
πN (14)
Here we use,
{HADM(N), f(V )} = G
2
f ′(V )π(N), {π(N), f(V )} = 3
2
V < N > (15)
Note that the second term of (13) vanishes in the presence of the CMC constraint, (6)
which implies π(N) = V < N >< π >.
Indeed, even without the CMC gauge fixing, that term vanishes so long as the two
Hamiltonian constraints generate “pure gauge transformations”, corresponding to refoli-
ations in which
< N >=< M >= 0 (16)
Hence we have on either C = 0 or< N >=< M >= 0, for the particular modification (12),
{Hmod(N),Hmod(M)} ≈ {HADM(N),HADM(M)} (17)
Since this is now a ‘gauge-fixed theory’ (i.e. it contains second class constraints), we
need to supplement the theory with an equation for the gauge-fixed lapse:
{Hmod(N), C(x)} =
(
∇2 − 1
2
(
3σabσab + 〈π〉2/2 +R + 3f(V )〈π〉
))
N(x)− 〈∆N〉 (18)
where σab is the traceless momenta and the operator inside the mean, and
2∆ := 3σabσab + 〈π〉2/2 +R + 3f(V )〈π〉
As long as∆ > 0 setting (18) to zero is guaranteed to have a positive solution for the lapse
(unique up to a multiplicative constant).
The new term, f(V )π introduces effects which are time asymmetric and non-local, but
it does so in a way that is minimal and doesn’t change the counting of the local degrees of
freedom. Moreover, we can choose f to have a form whereby it is important in the early
universe but not in the present universe. For example we can take
f(V ) =
c
V p
(19)
for some positive power p. After a proper into how the theory retains the correct gravita-
tional degrees of freedom in the next subsection (besides implementing relational princi-
ples [13]), we study the cosmological implications for different values of p.
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2.3 Linearization and physical degrees of freedom
The most straightforward way to probe the physical degrees of freedom is to study how
perturbations of the gravitational field propagate around a homogeneous background.
The unrestricted linearized equations for perturbations (δgab, δπ
ab) = (hab, p
ab) are:3
δDa = πbc (2∇b(hac)−∇a(hbc)) +∇b(pbc)gac (20)
δC = (gabpab − πabhab)−√g
∫
d3x(gabp
ab − πabhab)− h
abgab
2
〈π〉 (21)
δHmod =−
(√
g(Rab − 1
2
gab(R− 2Λ)) + 2√
g
(πacπc
b − 1
2
π πab) +
gab
2
√
g
(
πcdπcd − 1
2
π2
))
hab
+ (∇i∇jhab −∇2(habgab))√g + p
ab
√
g
(πgab − 2πab)
+ f(V )(gabp
ab − πabhab)− f
′(V )π
2
∫
d3x
√
ggabhab
(22)
The difference from the standard linearized Einstein equations are in the last line of (22).
In the homogeneous case, the momenta are pure trace, πab = pi
3
gab, the Ricci curvature is
proportional to the metric, and the Ricci scalar is a constant. This means that ∆ in the
lapse fixing equation (18) is a spatial constant, and thus the solution is N = C, which we
set to C = 1.
It is easy to see then that setting the perturbations (hij , p
ij) to be traceless we get the
same linearized equations as GR around this background, and the linearized constraints
are completely solved for transverse traceless (hij , p
ij). This shows that the local physical
degrees of freedom are the same traceless-transverse tensors as general relativity.
For more general perturbations around homogeneous backgrounds we get the differ-
ence:
δHmodhom − δHADMhom = f(V )
(
p− 〈π〉√g
(
h− 1
2
∂V (ln f(V ))
∫
d3x
√
gh
))
where h = hijg
ij and p = pijgij .
For a general background, since we are interpreting the linear constraint C as a gauge
symmetry, imposing C = δC = 0we obtain the difference in the linearized equations from
ADM to the present modified theory:
δHmod−δHADM = f(V )√g
(∫
d3x(gijp
ij − πijhij)− 〈π〉
2
(
hijgij + ∂V (ln f(V ))
∫
d3x
√
ggijhij
))
(23)
The only local term that contributes to the difference is then −1
2
f(V )〈π〉h.
In the appendix, we give another argument that the physical degrees of freedom are
unchanged.
3As with the closure of the constraint algebra, which already takes into account variations of the con-
straints, the lapse-fixing equation (18) is taken at the ‘base point’ (gab, pi
ab).
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2.4 Coupling to chiral fermions and the role of torsion
It turns out that the new physics driven by the f(V )π term affects the propagation of
chiral fermions. We hence study the dynamics of a chiral fermion, represented by a two
component Weyl fermion field, ΨA and its canonical momenta Π
A. These are represented
by terms in the constraint:
HΨ = ΠAeai σi BA DaΨB (24)
DΨa = ΠADaΨA (25)
whereDaΨA is the left handed space time connection which, very importantly, depends on
πab.
DaΨA = ∂aΨA + A
B
aAΨB (26)
where AAsh BaA = A
i
aσ
i B
A is the canonical Ashtekar connection. It is defined by[15]
A ia = Γ
i
a +
ı√
g
(πia − eiaπ) (27)
where Γ ia is the Christofel three-connection. This is defined such that it has the simple
commutation relations of the Ashtekar connection:
{Aia(x), Ajb(y)} = 0 (28)
{Aia(x), E˜bj (y)} = ıδ3(x, y)δbaδij (29)
where E˜bj (y) are the densitized triads of the hypersurface.
Now, normally the Ashtekar connection is equal to the left handed part of the space-
time connection, defined by
ωia = Γ
i
a + ıK
i
a (30)
where Kia is the extrinsic curvature defined by
Kab =
1
2N
(g˙ab −∇aNb −∇bNa) (31)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative associated to the Christoffel three-connection. But
now the relation between πab andKab has been disrupted by the presence of the new term.
From the variation of the action by πab we find
πab = Kab −Kgab − 1
2
gabf(V ) (32)
plus a term billnear in the fermions that comes from the variation of the connection de-
pendence of the fermion terms. This is well understood, so we ignore it in the following.
Consequently the Ashtekar connection which figures in the chiral spinor’s dynamics
differs from the self-dual connection of the space-time by a torsion, bia.
Aia = ω
i
a + b
i
a (33)
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where the torsion is
bia = −
ı
2
eiaf(V ) (34)
Thus there are two geometries that govern physics at the space-time level. There is
the conventional space-time geometry given by the space-time metric, gµν , which can be
reconstructed, up to gauge symmetry, from gab, N and N
a. It has a metric, compatible,
torsion free connection, whose left hand part is ωia. This governs the propagation of pho-
tons.
Then there is the Ashtekar geometry, given by Aia, which governs the propagation of
chiral fermions. The two geometries differ by a torsion, bia, which contains information
about time irreversible, non-local dynamics.
This means that when bia is signifiant the polarizations of neutrinos and other chiral
fermions will propagate differently than those of photons. Below we see some examples
of this phonemena in cosmological models.
2.5 Changes of variables
An obvious question that may be asked is whether a deformation of the dynamics of
general relativity may be just general relativity after a change of variables. The generating
functional
F [gab, π
′ab] =
∫
d3x(gabπ
′ab + 2
h(V )
G
√
g)
defines the transformation πab = δF
δgab
and g′ab =
δF
δpi′ab
. For h(V ) satisfying f(V ) = h(V ) +
h′(V )V we get
gab → g′ab = gab
πab → π′ab = πab + f(V )
G
√
ggab (35)
That this is a canonical transformation is guaranteed since
det
(
δg′
ab
(x)
δgcd(y)
δg′
ab
(x)
δpicd(y)
δpi′ab(x)
δgcd(y)
δpi′ab(x)
δpicd(y)
)
= δ(x, y)δcdab (36)
(since the matrix is block diagonal with vanishing upper right block) which guarantees
that the symplectic form stays the unaltered.
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The effect of the transformation is
Hmod = − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) + f(V )π
→ − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ′(V )) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) (37)
Da → Da (38)
HΨ → HΨ − 2ıαfΠAΨA (39)
DΨa → DΨa − 2ıαfΠAe BaAΨB (40)
where the term linear in π has been eliminated, but a volume dependence has been added
to the cosmological constant (which is no longer constant)
Λ′(V ) = Λ + 3f 2(V ) (41)
This gives an effective dark energy which is a function of the global, slicing dependent
observable f . Note that the sign of this effective dark energy is necessarily positive.
In addition, as we have just seen, there is another effect, which is to add terms to
the energy density and pressure imparted by a chiral fermion field. This is coded in the
torsion term, bia. For these two reasons we conclude that the new modified theories are
not just GR written in unusual variables.4
2.6 A first physical picture
To get a sense of the physics of the modified theory given by (12), note that in the presence
of the gauge fixing (6) it is weakly equivalent to
HM ≈ − 1
G
√
g(R− 2Λ˜) + G√
g
(πabπab − 1
2
π2) = 0 (42)
with a slice dependent effective dark energy
Λ˜ = Λ− 1
2
f(V ) < π >= Λ− c
2
< π >
V p
(43)
The effect of the new term inH is to effect a time dependent universal expansion
g˙ab = {gab(x), f(V )π(N)} = c
V p
gab(x) (44)
π˙ab = {πab(x), f(V )π(N)} = − c
V p
πabN(x)− pc
2V p−1
√
ggab(x)π(N) (45)
We will next see how this plays out in FRW models.
4Of course, the fact that it could not be just GR was already apparent from the fact that the constraints
propagated only on a given gauge-fixing surface.
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3 Time asymmetry in cosmological models
3.1 Reduction to homogeneous, isotropic cosmologies
To see the consequences of all this we derive the reduction to FRW metrics within the
ADM action. The reduction is defined by
gab = a
2(t)q0ab (46)
where q0ab is a non-dynamical metric which is flat or constantly curved.
π˜ab =
1
3a
√
q0qab0 π(t) (47)
The action reduces to
S = v0
∫
dt (πa˙−NC) (48)
where the fiducial volume of the universe is
v0 =
∫
Σ
√
q0 (49)
The Hamiltonian constraint, with the homogeneous lapse N = 1 (solution to equation
(18) for the present class of data), generates time reparametrizations
C = G
2a
π2 +Gg(a)π − a3V (a) (50)
where g(a) = a
G
f(a) is a function of a.
The standard potential V is
V =
Λ
6G
− k
2Ga2
+
4πρ0
3a3
(51)
whereas the new time non-reversal invariant physics comes from the new g(a)π term.
Note that we have inserted a factor of Newton’s constant to give g(a) the same dimensions
as π, namely a mass per area.
We note that the CMC gauge condition is satisfied in this case since the momenta
are constant densities. This means that a and π are invariant under volume preserving
conformal transformations generated by C.
We vary first by π to find
1
N
a˙ = G
(π
a
+ g
)
(52)
This gives us
π =
a2
NG
H − ag (53)
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in terms of the usual Hubble constant, H = a˙
a
.
If we vary the action by the lagrange multiplier (or lapse), N we find the modified
Friedmann equation from H = 0, or
H = a3
(
1
2N2G
H2 − Gg
2
2a2
− V
)
= 0 (54)
while varying by a gives an equation for π˙
1
N
π˙ =
Gπ2
2a2
+ 3a2V − a3V ′ −Gg′π (55)
Combining everything, and fixing the lapse, N = 1, we find the modified Friedmann
equation
(
a˙
a
)2
= 2GV +
G2g2
a2
(56)
=
Λ
3
− k
a2
+
8πGρ0
3a3
+
G2g2
a2
(57)
and the modified acceleration equation
a¨
a
= 2GV − aGV ′ + G
2gg′
a
(58)
=
Λ
3
− 4πGρ0
3a3
+
G2gg′
a
(59)
So the modification gives a new contribution to the energy density,
ρnew =
g2
a2
(
3G
8π
)
(60)
as well as a new pressure,
pnew = −1
3
(
g2
a2
+ 2
gg′
a
)(
3G
8π
)
(61)
The equation of state is
w =
p
ρ
= −1
3
(
1 +
2ag′
g
)
(62)
One can check that a cosmological constant is equivalent to g = a
√
Λ
3
, which gives w =
−1. If we choose g = cap we find w = −1
3
(1 + 2p).
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3.2 Properties under time reversal
We note that under the operation of time reversal
dt→ −dt, a→ a, π → −π, a˙→ −a˙, (63)
all the equations go to themselves except for the term in g(a) in (52). This goes instead to
1
N
a˙ = G
(π
a
− g
)
(64)
But a solution to this does not solve (52), even if it solves the modified Friedmann and
acceleration equations (57) and (59). So because of this term, if you stop the system at a
time and reverse the velocities, it will not trace back the time reverse of the solution up
till then.
So we have to be careful and define the theory by the solutions to the two Hamilton’s
equations (52) and (55), which are first order in time derivatives, and not by the second
order Friedmann and acceleration equations, (57) and (59).
4 Simple cases
By positing different scalings for g(a)we get contributions to the Friedmann equation that
scales like different kinds of source terms.
4.1 Time asymmetric dark energy, f = c, a constant
The simplest case is f = c, a constant, so that g = ac. This corresponds to dark energy
because the Friedmann equation is
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8πG
3
ρ0
a3
− k
a2
+
Λ
3
+G2c2 (65)
Another way to see that the last, time asymmetric term reproduces dark energy is to note
that the a˙ and π˙ equations of motion at N = 1 , and for vanishing V , is now
a˙ = G
(π
a
+ ac
)
(66)
π˙ = G
(
π2
2a2
− cπ
)
(67)
Notice that these are both solved with π = 0 so that
a˙ = Gca (68)
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which implies
a(t) = eGct (69)
The three geometry mimics that of the the expanding phase of deSitter.
The spatial metric geometry of the contracting phase of deSitter also corresponds to a
solution to the equations of motion (66,67), given by
a(t) = e−Gct, π(t) = −2ce−2cGt (70)
This would suggest that the theory has a hidden time reversal symmetry. But this is not
the case as can be seen by the following consideration regarding the role of chiral fermions
discussed in section 2.4.
The Ashtekar connection is proportional to πia through the relation that the left handed
space-time connection is, in the spatially flat case
Aia = ıπ
i
a =
ı√
g
gabπ
bceic = ıπδ
i
a (71)
The curvature of the Ashtekar connection is
F iab = π
2ǫ iab (72)
In the conventional deSitter space-time, π = H =
√
Λ
3
. In this time asymmetric dark
energy theory, in the expanding phase π = 0 so the Ashtekar curvature vanishes, while in
the contracting phase π = −2ce−2ct, so the Ashtekar curvature is
F iab = 4c
2e−4ctǫ iab (73)
Thus, when we look to the geometry of the Ashtekar connection, we see that the
physics of the contracting phase is not the time reverse of the expanding phase, and nei-
ther of them are identical to the deSitter solution of general relativity. This is important
for the physics, because the energy density of a chiral fermion field has a term of the form
πΠAΨA. This vanishes for the expanding phase, because π = 0, while for the contracting
phase π is nonzero and so the energy density is of the form, πΠAΨA ≈ −2ce−2ctΠAΨA.
This shows both that the time asymmetric theory is physically different from gen-
eral relativity and that the theory is time asymmetric, in that the time reversal of the
expanding phase of time asymmetric dark energy is not the time reversal of the contract-
ing phase. Note however that the differences are subtle because the spatial metric is the
same as in the expanding and contracting phases of the deSitter solution in general rela-
tivity, while the dynamical Ashtekar geometry which governs the propagation of chiral
fermions is very different. This difference cannot be ignored because chiral fermions feel
the Ashtekar connection, rather than the metric geometry.
4.2 Dark curvature, f = Gα
V
1
3
.
We note that g = α, a constant, behaves like curvature, as it adds a term to the Friedmann
equation that scales like 1
a2
. Note that real α corresponds to negative curvature.
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4.3 Dark radiation, f = Gα
V
2
3
Another simple case is g = Gα
a
, where α is a constant, which behaves like radiation, i.e.
w = 1
3
. As g(a) = a
G
f(a), this corresponds to
f(a) =
Gα
a2
, → f(V ) = Gα
V
2
3
(74)
so the coefficient of π in the modifiedH scales as one over area, i.e. holographicaly.
This case is described by
π =
a2
NG
H − α (75)
1
N
π˙ = G
π2
2a2
+ 3a2V − a3V ′ + Gα
a2
π (76)
or
1
N
a˙ = G
(
π + α
a
)
(77)
We note that the universe can start empty, with V = 0. We can solve for the empty
universe, with N = 1,
H = G
2a
π2 +
Gα
a
π =
Gπ
a
(π
2
+ α
)
= 0 (78)
a˙ = G
(
π + α
a
)
(79)
π˙ = G
(
π2
2a2
+
α
a2
)
π (80)
Note that (78) has two solutions. One is
π(t) = 0, a˙ =
Gα
a
(81)
which is solved by,
a(t) =
√
2Gαt, t > 0 , (82)
according to an radiation in an expanding universe. Or if we want conformal time, τ we
set N = a to find
π(τ) = 0, a(τ) = Gαt, τ > 0 (83)
The other solution is a contracting solution
π(t) = −2α, a(t) = √−2Gαt, t < 0 (84)
or again in conformal time
π(τ) = −2α, a(τ) = −Gαt, τ < 0 (85)
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The story is the same as that of asymmetric dark energy: if you look only at the scale
factor a(t), the contracting phase looks to be the time reverse of the expanding phase, but
when one looks at the Ashtekar geometry the two are not time reversals of each other
because π, and hence the Ashtekar curvature vanishes in the expanding phase, but is a
constant in the contracting phase. Indeed the connection has discontinuities at t = 0.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a class of modified gravity theories which extend general
relativity by terms in the field equations which are time asymmetric and depart from
locality in a controlled manner. The theory singles out a particular 3 + 1 decomposition
which is selected by the constant mean curvature gauge condition and introduces a mild
dependence on the volume of these spatial slices. (Hence, the space-timemust be spatially
compact.) Nonetheless, the algebra of the constraints is unchanged, and the local physical
degrees of freedom are still the spin two degrees of freedom of general relativity.
However, at a cosmological scale there are new effects, which modify the Friedmann
and acceleration equations. At first these can be understood as new forms of dark energy,
dark curvature or dark radiation, however a closer look shows the equations of motion
on a cosmological scale are no longer time reversal invariant. One way to see this is
to study the propagation of chiral fermions, which can distinguish the influence of the
Ashtekar connection and differentiate it from the purely metric geometry. We see from
this example, that the physics of the universe as a whole is more than the dynamics of
local degrees of freedom, just scaled up.
In a companion paper [17] we study the early universe cosmology that begins with an
empty universe whose initial expansion is driven by dark radiation.
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A Physical Degrees of Freedom
It is not difficult to extend previous analyses from shape dynamic [8, 9] to show the local
physical degrees of freedom are unchanged.
The theory proposed here consists of second class constraints Hmod and C and the
diffeomorphism constraint Di,
Htot = Hmod(N) + C(ρ) +D(v) (86)
where D(v) = ∫
Σ
Dava.
A simple count of the physical degrees of freedom yields the correct number, as both
Hmod and C are scalars and second class among each other. A more robust way to deal
with the construction of the theory however, is to apply the same approach as done in
shape dynamics [8], in which case one obtains a theory in the full variables (gab, π
ab), with
a global Hamiltonian generating time evolution and linear first class constraints C and
Da. This modified shape dynamics theory is a gauge-unfixing of the original, gauge-fixed
theory (86).
The most straighforward way of performing this construction is through the use of a
“linking theory” [9]. We first use the “Stueckelberg trick”. For this we adjoin the con-
formal factor φ(x) and its canonically conjugate momentum density πφ(x) to the metric
phase space and adjoin the constraints πφ(x) ≈ 0 to the total Hamiltonian (86). We then
use
F =
∫
Σ
d3x
(
Πabe4φˆgab +Πφφ
)
(87)
as a generating functional of canonical transformations that represent spatial rescalings
that do not change the total spatial volume. Capital letters in equation (87) denote trans-
formed variables and φˆ denotes the volume preserving part of φ, i.e. φˆ = φ − 1
6
ln〈e6φ〉.
The canonical transformation of the constraints πφ ≈ 0 is
Q(ρ) =
∫
Σ
d3x ρ
(
πφ − 4(π − 〈π〉
√
|g|)
)
. (88)
The theory is then trivially invariant under local rescalings of (gij , π
ij) accompanied by
shifts of φ, a symmetry generated by the new constraint Q(ρ) ≈ 0.
The constraint C does not change under this transformation, while the other con-
straints transform into:
TH(N)|piφ=0 =
∫
Σ
d3xN
(
−8∆Ωˆ + (1
6
〈π〉2 − 2Λ + f(V )〈π〉) Ωˆ5 +RΩˆ− σab σba
|g|
Ωˆ−7
)
TD(ξ) = ∫
Σ
d3x
(
πab(Lξg)ab + πφLξφ
)
,
(89)
where Ωˆ = eφˆ and where we used the first class constraints πφ(x) ≈ 4(π(x)− 〈π〉
√|g|(x)).
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For the ‘shape dynamics’ form of the present theory, we then choose a gauge-fixing of
the extended theory, πφ = 0. This gauge condition commutes with Q, so local rescalings
and spatial diffeomorphisms remain as symmetries. In other words, the condition πφ ≡ 0
simplifies the diffeomorphism and rescaling constraints to:
TD(ξ)→ D(ξ) = ∫
Σ
d3x πab(Lξg)ab
Q(ρ)→ C(ρ) = ∫
Σ
d3x ρ
(
π − 〈π〉√|g|) . (90)
Thus the constraints C ≈ 0 and the reduction of Q ≈ 0 are identified with each other.
However, πφ = 0 does not commute with the scalar constraint Hmod, which must
therefore be dealt with. We will not go into the details here (see [9]), but the reduction
of the remaining scalar constraint gives an equation for the unrestricted conformal factor
Ω = eφ, which has a unique positive solution, φo[gij , σ
ij, τ ], for 2Λ − 3
8
τ 2 + f(V )τ > 0,
where τ = 3
2
〈π〉 is the so called ‘York time’. The evolution in τ is then finally generated by
the physical Hamiltonian
Hsdmod(τ) =
∫
Σ
d3x
√
|g|e6φo[gij,σij ,τ ]. (91)
called the ‘York volume’ Hamiltonian of the (modified) shape dynamics theory, which
commutes with the remaining linear constraints.
We now have a theory with a phase space parametrized by (gij, π
ij) (or equivalently,
by gij, σ
ij , τ)), with a global Hamiltonian generating true evolution in York time, and
with with linear constraints Hi and C, generating respectively spatial diffeomorphisms
and local spatial rescalings, which are seen as the constraints embodying principles of
relationalism [13, 2, 14, 3, 4]. This theory has the same physical degrees of freedom as
ADM general relativity, and it can be said to be the ’gauge-unfixing’ of the theory (86),
which means that on-shell it generates evolution equivalent to the one generated by the
constraint Hmod with C = 0 and lapse obeying equation (18).
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